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News 2018 digest:

Trump now wants to hold families together indefinitely. But where will they stay?
At the current rate, family detention centers could be full after only eight days. And there are no plans to
reunite those families that have already been separated.

Trump defends immigration decision at Minnesota rally
"We're going to keep families together," Trump said. "But the border's going to be just as tough as it's
been."

'He was just howling': A foster mother takes migrant kids into her home
"It's just painful to see a child this young have to go through that," said a Michigan woman who takes in
children who've been separated from their families.

Why Trump was forced to back down on family separation policy
Analysis: For a president who loves to dig in when he's criticized, a stunning about-face.

Ending child separation doesn't relieve Trump of responsibility for it
The policy was the result of the complete immorality plaguing the Trump administration and the United
States.

White House can't get its story straight on family separation. There could be legal
consequences.
What officials say publicly about family separation as a "deterrent" to migrants could affect whether it
holds up in court.

Central America's violence, turmoil keeps driving families to U.S. border
"If my country would be OK ... I would not try to cross," said a mother from Honduras hoping to cross the
U.S. border with her 7-year-old son.

Iranian women attend first World Cup screening in nearly 40 years
Iranian women flock to a Tehran sports stadium to watch a screening of a World Cup match between Iran
and Spain. Iran lost, but that didn't seem to matter.

Paralyzed ER doctor beats the odds, returns to work
After a biking accident landed him in a wheelchair, a Minnesota physician says he's now a better doctor

A Bush is running in a Trump-love primary and the race is getting ugly
Walker Stapleton's familial relation to the Bush dynasty would be an asset in another era. But in
Colorado's GOP contest for governor on Tuesday, the president reigns supreme.
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